Integrated Shipping

Benefits
• Savings in the warehouse
from streamlined processes
that provide information in
real-time

Streamline tedious and error-prone shipping
tasks by seamlessly integrating Dynamic Ship
into your Dynamics NAV ERP system.
Shop floor employees will reduce manual
entry errors by scanning packages directly
into Dynamics NAV. You will realize money
and time savings by working directly with
multiple carriers.

• Detailed package
management
• Enhanced accuracy in
shipping fees based on actual
package dimensions
• Carrier integration with over
100 carriers including UPS and
FedEx
• Fully integrated with Insight
Works Warehouse Insight
• Functionality at a price point
SMBs can afford
• Simple NAV interface with
scanning support
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Integrated Shipping
Shipping does not get any easier
Handheld integration

Lower shipping costs

Leverage NAV terminals to build and scan
packages and generate labels and rates directly
from carriers.

Real-time rates ensure proper carrier service
selection and accurate customer billing.
Dynamic Ship offers integration with all major
domestic and international carriers including
UPS, DHL, FedEx, USPS, Canada Post, Purolator
and over 100 more!

Accurate. Credible. Reliable.

Dynamic Ship provides carrier service
information and rates based on package weight,
dimensions, and destination through direct
connectivity to the carrier via the internet so
you know the most current information prior to
shipments.

Package management

Insight Works Shipping Module enables any
business with shipping needs to fully manage
tasks within NAV such as automatically creating
packing lists by package and order, label
printing for packages and other tasks.

Capture package level details

Simply click and choose

Capture serial numbers, lot numbers, and
assembly component details at packing time
and increase shipping accuracy by scanning
items and comparing them to the sales order
and picking document. Using USB scanners,
NAVs easy-to-use interface scans barcodes to
the pack and includes automatic edit functions.

Quote freight rates while taking an order and
automatically add freight costs to the order with
configurable markup rules.

Package tracking

Dynamic Ship provides real-time shipment
updates across 100+ carriers. Own the customer
experience with branded tracking pages,
empower your business with intelligent delivery
estimates and increase customer satisfaction
with accurate shipping notifications.

Accountability

Place an accurate value on each package in a
shipment, report what items are in each box,
inform customers what is in each package, and
where the package is throughout the entire
process.

Over 100 carriers supported
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Integrated Shipping

Dynamic Ship enables you to easily package shipments and track the number of pieces and specific items.

Ship internationally with full customs clearing information.

Dynamic Ship supports shipping from Sales Orders, Transfer
Orders, and Warehouse Shipments.

Automatically obtain specific shipping rate options based on
the size and weight of your shipment.
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Shipping labels are dynamically generated so all you need
to do is print them.
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About Insight Works
Founded in 2008, Insight Works began as a collection of professionals with
decades of combined experience developing and implementing productivity
solutions. With a well rounded collective skill set, Insight Works has quickly
become one of Canada’s fastest growing companies by putting our customers’
success above all else.

Put Our Domain Expertise To Work For You

Insight Works has extensive experience developing
productivity solutions for clients in the manufacturing
and distribution industries. It’s what we know and
what we do well. Based on our experience and industry
feedback, we have developed a collection of add-ons
for Microsoft Dynamics NAV that promote operational
efficiency from the shop floor to the boardroom.

Gold Certified

We’re proud to uphold the strict standards
that the Microsoft Gold ERP Certification
requires as it speaks to our ability to
develop world-class products that make a
positive impact for our clients.

We’ve Been There

Because we’ve been on both sides of the
implementation experience, we understand
the unique needs of all users. At Insight
Works, our “shop floor to the top floor”
approach is what makes our employees and
our products so responsive.

Always Up To Date

As Microsoft NAV evolves, so do our products.
You and your clients can be sure that you’re
working with up-to-the-minute tools that reflect
the most current ERP technology.
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